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We sho1v that the co11struction of proof 11ets in the implicative fragment of intuirionistic linear 
logic reduces to the ge11eratio11 of models in the shape of completely specifted a11d neutral trees 
from polarised tree descriptions. This provides 11s with a 11e111 frameworkfor revisiti11g grammat
ical formalisms and leads us to imrodr1ce l11teractio11 Grammars which aim to take advalltage 
of two main characterisrics of this framework: under-speciftcation and polarities. 

Introduction 

Apparently, Categorial Grammars (CG) and Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG) are two very 
different approaches to the syntax of natural languages. CG are characteri sed as calculi of po
larised syntactic types based on the idea that grammatical categories are consumable resources: 
some constituents behave as resource consumers whereas others behave as resource providers 
so that syntactic composition is viewed as a process in which consumers and providers try to 
cancel each other out; most often, CG are expressed in a logical framework that takes the Lam
bek Calculus as its nucleus, which combines resource sensitivity with order sensitivity. This 
intimate combination, which explains the central role of this logic as a framework for CG, is 
at the same time a cause of rigidity which limits its expressive power greatly. The search for 
an appropriate way of relaxing this framework constitutes an important research area of CG 
(Moo96). 
TAG do not manipulate syntactic types but syntactic trees with the adjunction operation as their 
comerstone. In this way, their expressivity goes beyond that of CG but their rigidity is also their 
weak point: like CG, they are lexicalised and all syntactic configurations in which a ward is 
used are stored in the lexicon in the fonn of elementary trees. As soon as a ward is used in a 
new syntactic configuration, a new elementary tree must be added to the lexicon directly or via 
a Jexical rule. In this way, lexicons quickly become colossal and very awkward to manage. 
Recent works have contributed to establish links between CG and TAG with the cornmon aim 
to ernbed TAG in a logical setting (AFV97; JK97). Our proposal aims to provide a common 
framework for comparing CG and TAG and for overcoming some of their specific limitations in 
a new foITnalism which we call lnteraction Grammars (IG). The common framework that we 
choose is that of tree descriptions. This notion is not new in the TAG community since it was 
introduced by (VS92) for making adjunction monotone and ernbedding TAG in a unification 
framework. The key idea behind this notion is to replace reasoning about syntactic trees as . 
completely defined objects with reasoning about properties which are used for characterising 
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these trees; in this way, syntactic trees are viewed as models of descriptions. This allows one to 
use the notion of under-specificarion in a fruitful manner for structuring TAG Jexicons (Can99) 
or for dealing with semantic ambiguity (MK; ENRX98) for instance. This also allows a new 
and promising constraint-based style of computing within linguistics (?; DT99; Bla99). 
We propose to show that CG can be revisited in this framework with new developments which 
Jead us to IG. The starting point of this proposal is purely theoretic since it concerns proof 
theory in lntuitionistic Linear Logic (ILL). 

1. Intuitionistic proof nets as polarised tree descriptions 

Resource sensitivity of linear logic entails a specific form of proof: proof nets (Gir87). In 
the general framework of classical linear logic, these proof nets are not directed so that each 
extremity of a proof net can be viewed as either an input or an output; in other words, each 
formul a that is attached to an extremity of a proof net can be considered either as an assumption 
(input) or as a conclusion (output) of the proof. 
In ILL, this symrnetry is broken and things freeze in a configuration where all formul as becorne 
polarised, one as the output (denoted +) and the others as the inputs (denoted -). F. Larnarche 
has devised a correctness criterion for these proof nets which takes their specificity into account 
(Larn96). Hence, he has sketched a rnore abstract representation of proof nets which is inspired 
by the games semancics for PCF introduced by (H093) and which only takes the induced order 
between atomic formulas into account. 
By using the notion of tree desc1i ption, we propose to perfect this representation for lmplicative 
Intuitionistic Linear Logic (IILL), which is the irnplicative fragment of ILL, built only from 
the linear implication ( ~ ); we choose this fragment because of its linguistic interest but our 
proposal can be easily extended to the whole multiplicative fragment. 

[.J. Syntactic descriptions of IILLformulas 

Let 'P be a set of propositions. The set of IILL formulas built from 'P is defined by the grammar 
:F ::= 'P 1 :F ~ :F. By adding a polarity + or - to every IILL formula, we obtain the set 
:F('P) of polarised IILL formulas. From the syntax of these formul as, we abstract particular 
tree descriptions, called IILL symactic descriprions. 

Definition 1.1 An IILL syntactic descriprio11 D is a set of polarised atomic fonnulas taken 
from :F('P) that is equipped wirh rwo binaJ)' relarions: dominance ( denoted >") and immediate 
dominance (denored > ). 

For every polarised IILL formula FP (p represents the polarity + or - and -p its opposite), 
we build its syntactic description, denoted D(FP) from the root, denoted Root(D(FP)), to the 
leaves recursively according to the following definition. 

Definition 1.2 D ( F1' ) is an IILL syntactic descriptio11 such that: 

• if FP is aromic, the11 D(F1') is reduced to the 1mique element FP, the two relatiOns >" and 
> are empty and Root(D(FP)) = FP; 

• iJ F'P = (F1 ~ F2 )P, then D(FP) is the disjoinr union of D(F1-p) and D(Ff) where the 
relations >" a11d > are completed with a relation between Root(D(F1- p)) and Root(D(Ff) )
according to rite f ollowing rule: 

- if p=+, then Root(D(F2+)) >" Root.(D(Fn) and Root(D(FP)) = Root(D(F/)); 
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- ifp=-. then Root(D(F;)) > Root(D(Fn) and Root(D(FP)) = 

According to the previous definition, an IILL syntactic description has a very particular shape
it appears as a hierarchy of Ievels which altemate positive and negative fonnulas and, at the
same time, dominance links and immediate dominance links between them. 

1.2. Provability i11 IILL as validity of syntactic descriptions 

Syntactic descriptions are interpreted on trees according to the following definition: 

Definition 1.3 A tree T is a model of a symactic description D if there is an interpretation I 
from D to T such that: 

• For eve01 11ode N of T, 1-1 (N) is composed of exactly two elements of D: F+ and F-. 

• For e1•e01 pair (Ff', Ff2
) of D, Ff' > Ff2 ( Ff1 >" Ff2

) emails that !(Ff' ) is the parent 
(an ancesror) of I(Ff2) in T. 

If a description D accepts a model, D is said tobe valid. 

In others terms, a syntactic description is valid if one can merge its nodes by dual pairs while 
respecting its dominance constraints. Equivalence between provability of IILL sequents in lin
ear logic and validity of the corresponding syntactic descriptions is established by the following 
theorem. · 

Theorem 1.1 An l!LL sequent F 1 , ... , Fn 1-- G is provable in linear logic if and only if the 
syntactic description D((F1 --o · • • --o Fn --o G)+) is valid. 

Sketch of proof 1.1 To slww rhat provabilityentails validity, we proceed by i11ductio11 an proofs 
of IIIL sequents in the linear sequem ca/culus. We consider the last inference I of any proof 
of such a sequent. By inductio11 hypothesis, we get models of the symactic descriprions of the 
l-premises and it is not ve1y difficult to co111bi11e rhese models ro bui!d a model of the syntactic 
description of the l -conclusion. 
Ta show that validity emails provability, we proceed by induction 011 the manber of nodes of 
syntacric descriptions. We consider any valid descriprion of an IILL f onnula F . We drop 
the root R + of the description and irs dual node R- which march in a model T; all partial 
descriptions D(Ft) which become u11co1111ecred in this way are /inked to the children of R
that domi11ate tlzem in the model T. /11 this way, we obtain a set of valid syntactic descriptions 
to which we can apply the induction hypothesis; as a co11seque11ce, we obrain a set of provab/e 
sequemsfrom whic/1 we deduce J-- F. 

Example 1.1 The transitivity of li11ear implication is expressed by the provability of rhe IILL 
sequent a --o b, b --o c J-- a ---<> c, whiclz amounts to the provability of the 011e-sided sequent 
1-- (a --ob) --o (b --o c) --o (a --o c). From the left to the right, Figure I successively presents 
the proof ner which esrablishes rhis provability, tlze correspo11di11g syntactic description d.nd the 
model 1 which guarantees rhe validity of this description. In the proof net, positive fonnulas are 
represented by down arrays and negative f onnulas by up arrays; axioms links are represented 
by dotted edges. 

Proof search, which, in IILL, takes the fonn of proof net construction, now reduces to the 
generation of models from syntactic descriptions; some details are forgotten while essentials 

1
The model is unique up to an isomorphism. 
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Figure 1: IILL proofofl- (a -ob) -o (b -o c) -o (a -o c) 

are preserved: identifkation of dual nodes of a syntactic description corresponds to putting an 
axiom link in the corresponding proof net and the correctness criterion of the proof net is con
stantly guaranteed by the tree-like structure of the description. In order to extend these results 
to the whole multiplicative fragment of ILL, we have to relax the tree structure of descriptions 
to a DAG structure. 

1.3. Planarity of lambek proof 11ets and precede11ce order i11 sy11tactic descriptions 

In the implicative fragment ofthe Lambek Calculus, linear implication is rep!aced by two impli
cations, left and right, respectively denoted \ and / , which results from the non-commutativity 
of the calculus. Lambek proof nets differ from IILL proof nets by the fact that the premises of 
inference links are ordered and axiom links must not cross each other (Roo9 l ). 
This enrichment of IILL proof nets by a precedence order can be translated in the corresponding 
syntactic descriptions without difficulties: besides the two relations of dominance and imme
diate dominance, we add a precedence relation between atomic fonnulas. A difficulty comes 
then when we want to express the axiom links of a proof net with the merging of dual nodes 
in the corresponding syntactic description. This Operation requires movement of nodes, which 
generally entails a violation of the precedence order. As a consequence, the monotonicity of 
the process of generating models from syntactic descriptions collapses. If we try to relax the 
precedence order, we obtain valid descriptions that correspond to non correct Lambek proof 
nets where some axiom links cross each other. 
The fundamental reason of this difficulty lies in the intimate interweaving between the prece
dence and dominance orders in Lambek proof nets. The construction of a Lambek proof net can 
be viewed as the construction of an ordered tree from a syntactic description under the control 
of both dominance and precedence order. Whereas the initial dominance order is preserved in 
the final tree, this is not the case for the precedence order: it is only preserved between the chil
dren of negative nodes; for the rest, this order is used for bounding the movement of dual nodes 
in terms of good parenthesising, which corresponds to the planarity of Lambek proof nets. 

2. Polarised tree descriptions: a framework for developing grammatical 
formalisms 

2.1. Outline of bzteraction Grammars 

Even if Lambek Grammars (LG) do not fit in exactly with the framework of polarised tree de
scriptions, as we have just pointed out, their application to linguistics shows that this framework 
captures the essentials; the generation of syntactic trees driven by a mechanism of polarities 
from descriptions which use three kinds of relations: dominance, immediate dominance and 
precedence. 
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Conceming TAG, Vijay-Shanker (VS92) proposes their translation in terms of tree 11„,,r,.,·n

which can be completed with polarities for exactly recovering the shape defined in tlie 
ous section. This common shape highlights the main difference between TAG and LG: 
definition and realisation of dominance relations are more constrained in TAG than in LG. Two
nodes which participate in such a relation must have the same gramrnatical category in TAG and
the relation can only· be realized by insertion of another syntactic description between the two 
nodes, whereas, in LG, the only constraints are polarity and good parenthesising constraints. 
By exploiting tree descriptions, some works aim to relax the TAG adjunction operation in order
to capture linguistic phenomena which are beyond TAG (RVSW95; Ka199). Unfortunately, the
counterpart of a more flexible framework is often over-generation and a Joss of computational 
efficiency in the absence of control on the process of syntactic composition. IG are an attempt 
of exploiting the flexibility of tree descriptions as far as possible while keeping the notion of 
polarity as central for controlling syntactic composition. 
A particular interaction grammar G, which is associated with a vocabulary V, is defined from 
a finite set of labels C, which can be in a first approach a set of atomic categories. The basic 
objects of Gare IG syntactic descriptions which are a variant of IILL syntactic descriptions. 

Definition 2.1 An IG synracric descriprio11 is a finite set of nodes srructured by dominance, 
immediate dominance and precedence relarions. Immediate dominance is defined in tivo ways: 
eirher classical/y with a binary relation berwee11 two nodes or wirft a pare11t-childre11 relation 
which e11umerate all children of a node. Every node is equipped wirh a label from C and a 
polariry-1, 0 or +l. 

IG are lexicalised so that Gis completely defined by its lexicon which associates a set of syn
tactic descriptions to every word of V. 
With respect to the abstract IILL syntactic descriptions, IG descriptions present three differ
ences: the use of precedence order in addition to dominance orders, the presence of neutral 
nodes and the possibility of closing the set of children for a node. These differences are re
flected in the definition of a model. 

Definition 2.2 A model of an JG symactic descriptio11 D is an ordered tree T such rhat rhere 
exists an inrerpretarion I which respects rhe following conditions: 

• every 11ode of rhe syntactic tree interprets a set of node variables labe/led witlz the same 
labels; all tl1ese variables are neutral, otherwise, there is exactly one pusitive and one 
11egative variables in this set; 

• the inrerpretation respects dominance and precedence relations of D and the tree struc
ture of T is totally realised by means of parent-clzildren relatiolls initially present in the 
description. 

IG differ from LG on two main points: precedence order between syntactic consti.tuents is 
dissociated from dominance order and neutral nodes are used for pattem matching between 
syntactic structures. In this way, parsing amounts to generating models from syntactic descrip
tions and a parsing process can be viewed as an electrostatic process in which opposite charges 
attract themselves while charges wi th the same polarity repel each other, whence the name of 
lnteraction Grammars. 

Exemple 2.1 Parsing the phrase Marie que Jean voit starts with extracting appropriate syn
tactic descriptions from a lexicon for all its words a11d gathering ihem in a u11ique syntactic 
description as Figure 2 shows it. The root of the descriptio11 represents the request whereas 
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each ofitsfour children corresponds to a word of the phrase. Every syntactic node is labelled
with its grammatical categ01y a11d its polariry (polariry 0 is omitted). Contrary to IILL de
scriptions, we choose the opposite conve11tionfor polarities, whiclz is better suited to linguistic 
realiry: positive nodes represe/lf actual constituenrs and negative nodes virtual co11stitue11ts 
which are expected. Precedence order beMeen sy/lfactic nodes is denoted with dotted arrays 
and dominance order with dotted edges. Parsing succeeds in finding a model for this syntactic 

......... „ .. · .. ·········;::··::::::::::::::::::{\············· ....... . 

- --------~)<"' 

·····-... __ 0 
„ ..... 

------,~.~ 

Figure 2: syntaccic description of the phrase Marie que Jea11 voit 

descriptio11: tlzis model is the syntactic tree give11 by Figure 3. 

Figure 3: syntactic tree of the phrase Marie que Jean voit 

In this first version, IG go beyond the expressivity ofLG (for instance, middle extraction from 
relative clauses is representable in such a framework) but they are still too rigid. 

2.2. Polarisedfeatures a11d rion-determinism in descriptio11s 

The outline of IG that was just presented encounters similar limitations to TAG for expressing 
the flexibility of word order in natural languages. For instance, the SVO order is sometimes 
relaxed like in the phrase Marie que voit Jean: the object of voit is provided by ehe xelative 
pronoun que the fonn of which indicates the accusative case. As a consequence, there is no 
more ambiguity on the assignment of the subject and the object of voit and word order can be 
relaxed. Nevertheless, the phrase Marie que voit il is not acceptable because the position of 
the clitic il after the verb voit generates an interrogative type for the c)ause que voit il. Such 
a complex interaction between word order and grammatical features is not captured by the 
previous version of IG. 
Another difficulty comes from the fact that a word can be used in several syntactic contexts 
which often differ only partially. For instance, the verb voit can be used without any object like 
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in the interrogative sentence Jean voit-il ?. 
A answer to these problems consists in a refinement of our forrnalism on two main points:

• polarities are transferred from syntactic constituents to elementary features that are used 
for describing their properties, which gives a finer granularity to this notion; 

• syntactic descnptions can be composed in two ways: in a product of two descriptions, the 
resources of both components are used whereas in a sum, either the resources of the first 
component or the resources of the second are used, but not both. 

These refinements make the notion of model more complex: the neutrality condition refers now 
to features and not to nodes and for every choice point in a description exactly one alternative 
is used in a model. 
Because of Jack of space, we do not present the IG formal system in its complete shape; we 
prefer to give an example for illustrating the last refinements of IG. This formal system uses 
the framework of multiplicative and additive linear logic (MALL): "electrostatic" interaction 
is expressed by the resource sensitivity of MALL and non-detenninism in descriptions by the 
additive part of this Jogic. 

Example 2.2 Figure 4 presem the possible lexical entries fo r Jean, voit and il. Evel)' emry 
is a combination of partial descriptio11s organized in a hierarchy according to a decision tree. 
Every 11ode of tltis tree is a choice poim befl·veen rwo partial descriptions. For insrance, the 
lexical entry of voit includes rwo choice points: the lefi corresponds to the presence or not of 
an order subject-verb and rhe right to the presence or not of an object for the verb. All pv„„;;,:„ 
complete descriptions are built by making a choice at each choice poi11t and by superposing all 
remaining description.s. In tlzis way, a single entry expresses Jour synractic co11textsfor the verb 
voit. The entry for il also includes two clwice p oints correspo11di11g to the presence or not of an 
e>.plicit subject in the sentence and to the order clitic-verb. 
Positive, negative and neutral features are respecrively denoted --7, +- a11d =. A polarity which 
is not followed by a value 111ea11s that tlzis value is non deten11i11ed. To remain readable, rhe 
figure includes only rhe most significanr features of eve1)' node. With tltese entries, we succeed 
in parsing il voit Jean, voit-il Jean ? and Jean voit-il ? at once. 

The price for having a flexible model is a loss of computational efficiency but the monotonic
ity of the model generation process allows us to use the powerful tool of constraint solving 
for computing models from syntactic descriptions. Such an approach was inspired from the 
proposals of (DT99) and it gave rise to the implementation of a prototype in the constraint pro· 
gramming Janguage Oz (Smo95). The first experiments show that polarities play a decisive role 
for computational efficiency and further validate our direction of research: exploiting in a same 
linguistic model the advantages of both under-specification and polarities. 
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